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The aim of this work is to study the existence of free *-subalgebras in C*-
algebras. The KuroshLevitzky Problem and related conjectures of Makar-
Limanov are answered in the context of C*-algebras. In particular, we characterize
and study the existence of free non-Abelian *-subalgebras with two self-adjoint con-
tractions in finitely-generated C*-algebras. C*-algebras having linear growth are
shown to be subhomogeneous.  2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The study of the existence in free sub-objects in algebraic systems is a
natural problem. It turns out to be a central question in quite different
domains. In group theory there are famous and quite hard results which
deal with this problem from various points of view. The first result in this
spirit was probably the Tits alternative which asserts that over a field of
characteristic zero, a linear group is either solvable-by-finite or contains a
free non-Abelian group, [29]. It was conjectured that the non amenability
of a group is due to the presence of a free subgroup. A counterexample was
given by Olshanski using Grigorchuk’s cogrowth criterion for amenability.
So far we know no example of a finitely presented non amenable groups
with no free subgroups, [6, 22, 36]. On the other hand, the supramena-
bility of a group exclude the existence of free non-Abelian semigroups,
[36]. An other field related to the existence of free subgroups deals with
pro-finite completions. The strategy is to produce free subgroups in a
finitely-generated group which are pro-finitely dense, as in Margulis and
Soifer [20]. A related result of Baumslag and Pride asserts that a finitely
presented group of deficiency, that is the difference between the number of
generators and defining relations, greater than two is large in the sense that
it has a subgroup of finite index which maps onto a non-Abelian free
group, [2]. See also Gromov [7, Theorem B, p. 82] and Lubotzky [16].
The question as to when an associative algebra A over a field K contains
free K-subalgebras has also attracted much attention. The question about
one-generator subalgebras constitutes the KuroshLevitzky Problem which
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is the analog for algebras of the Burnside Problem. We also have the
FOFS (full of free sub-objects) conjecture of Makar-Limanov [18]: Every
finitely-generated and infinite-dimensional (over its center) skew field con-
tains a free subalgebra with two generators. It is not reasonable to consider
a bigger number of generators, because every free object contains the
corresponding free object on a countable number of generators. The finite-
ness condition on the generation in the conjecture is necessary to avoid
infinite-dimensional non finitely-generated locally-finite immediate counter-
examples. There are conjectures of Lichtman [14] on non-cyclic free sub-
groups of the multiplicative group of division rings, and related results of
Makar-Limanov [17, 19], Reichstein [23, 24], Goncalves and Shirvani[5].
The aim of this work is to study the existence of free *-subalgebras in
C*-algebras. The KuroshLevitzky Problem and two related conjectures of
Makar-Limanov are answered in the context of C*-algebras. In particular,
we characterize and study the existence of free *-subalgebras with two self-
adjoint contractions in finitely-generated C*-algebras. C*-algebras having
linear growth are shown to be subhomogeneous (that is their irreducible
representations acts on Hilbert space of bounded dimension) and to have
polynomial growth of integral degree with respect to all their finite generat-
ing topological sets. The existence of free *-subalgebras is related to growth
and amenability conditions.
1. RESULTS
A C*-algebra A is said to be finitely-generated or affine if it admits a
finitely-generated dense subalgebra. The C*-algebra A has finite Gelfand
Kirillov dimension or polynomial growth with respect to a finite generating
set S if
GK dim(A, S)=lim sup
n  
ln(dim span in S i)
ln n
is finite. Note that the growth type of the finitely generated dense sub-
algebra defined by S is independent of the choice of the generating set. In
this setting, a C*-algebra is said to have a given growth, if it admits a
finitely-generated dense subalgebra having this growth. Finitely-generated
associative algebras may have linear growth or any real number greater
than two as GelfandKirillov dimension and have at most exponential
growth, [12, 30].
Let us first consider the KuroshLevitzky Problem in the context of C*-
algebras. In 1902, W. Burnside formulated his famous problem for periodic
groups: Is every finitely generated group of bounded exponent finite? This
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is the so-called Ordinary Burnside Problem, a restricted version formulated
by Magnus was solved by Zelmanov, while Golod had given a negative
answer in 1964 to the General Burnside Problem. We refer the reader to
Zelmanov’s communication to the ICM. Kurosh and Levitzky formulated
independently problems for algebras (actually associative and nil Lie
algebras) which are similar to the mentioned various Burnside problems.
The general formulation of these problems reads: Is every finitely generated
algebraic algebra finite-dimensional?
Observation A. A C*-algebra is infinite-dimensional if and only if it
has a singly-generated infinite-dimensional commutative C*-subalgebra.
Considering infinite dimensional finitely generated C*-algebras, the last
Proposition implies that linear growth is enough to ensure the existence of
transcendental (that is non algebraic) elements in a C*-algebra. This result
does not hold for general algebras. In particular, infinite dimensional
finitely generated algebraic algebras must have at least quadratic growth,
[27]. In other words, finitely generated algebraic algebras of Gelfand
Kirillov dimension strictly less than two are actually finite dimensional. Let
us consider a question of Makar-Limanov related to the KuroshLevitzky
Problem: Suppose each subalgebra B in a skew field A satisfies
GK dim(B)=n(B). Is A finitely-dimensional (over its center) if n(B) is
uniformly bounded?
Observation B. A C*-algebra is infinite-dimensional if and only if the
GelfandKirillov dimension of its finitely-generated subalgebras is not
uniformly bounded.
Let us turn to the general problem. A C*-algebra is said to have free sub-
algebras if it has a non commutative free *-subalgebra generated by two
self-adjoint contractions. We discuss other possible definitions at the end of
this section.
Main Lemma. A finitely-generated infinite-dimensional C*-algebra has
free subalgebras if and only if it has irreducible representations of arbitrary
high dimension.
In the literature, C*-algebras having irreducible representations of
arbitrary high dimension are called non subhomogeneous. It follows that
Makar-Limanov’s FOFS conjecture holds for C*-algebras. The occurrence
of free subalgebras in C*-algebras is quite generic, so that generic C*-
algebras have large subalgebras. Commutative C*-algebras cannot have
non-Abelian free *-subalgebras and the question could have been stated as:
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How much non commutativity is needed to ensure the existence of free
*-subalgebras in C*-algebras.
Corollary C. The asymptotic growth type does not define an invariant
for C*-algebras. Having free subalgebras is not stable under deformations.
Theorem D. Finitely-generated C*-algebras admitting a presentation of
infinite or non integral GelfandKirillov dimension have free subalgebras.
C*-algebras having a finite monomial presentation of finite GelfandKirillov
dimension have no free subalgebras.
One may wonder if some other growth conditions are restrictive enough
to ensure the non-existence of free *-subalgebras in a C*-algebra. The irra-
tional rotation C*-algebra A% has essential quadratic growth and is not
subhomogeneous. Furthermore, there is a gap between linear and quad-
ratic growth [12, Theorem 2.5]. Hence remains only having linear growth
as possible growth condition to ensure the non-existence of free sub-
algebras in a C*-algebra. Let A be a finitely-generated C*-algebra. The
asymptotic growth type of A does not define an invariant: A given C*-
algebra may well have dense subalgebras of polynomial growth and also
dense subalgebras of exponential growth. Define the set growths(A) to be
the set of growth types of A associated to all its topological generating sets.
The set of growth types of a given finitely generated C*-algebra A is called
completely polynomial if A has polynomial growth with respect to all
topological generating sets. Similarly, one defines completely exponential
and intermediate sets of growth types. In [26, Theorem 1], we showed that
the set of growth types of a finitely generated C*-algebra is either com-
pletely polynomial, completely exponential or mixed. There are no totally
intermediate C*-algebras. Mixed sets of growth always include exponential
growth. Given a finitely generated C*-algebra, the question is then whether
some growth condition is strong enough to ensure that it has a completely
polynomial set of growths. Again remains only linear growth as possible
condition as follows from the existence of C*-algebras having presentations
of quadratic growth, but also presentations of exponential growth, together
with Bergman’s gap Theorem.
Theorem E. C*-algebras having a presentation of linear growth are sub-
homogeneous, have completely polynomial sets of growth which consists
exclusively of integral degrees and have no free subalgebras. The sets of
growths of infinite dimensional C*-algebras having a presentation of linear
growth consist of an infinite sequence of integral degrees of polynomial
growth. If a non self-adjoint operator algebra has linear growth, then its
enveloping C*-algebra may have free subalgebras.
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The first assertion in Theorem E was conjectured in [11, Section 7]. The
one concerning the set of asymptotic growth types was conjectured in [26].
Let A be a finitely generated C*-algebra with a generating set S. Denote by
fS(n)=dim span in S i its associated growth function. A is said to have
finite-step asymptotic linear growth if it admits a generating set S whose
associated spherical growth function _S(n)= fS(n)& fS(n&1) is bounded
for n greater than some fixed N. It implies obviously GK dim(A, S)1.
Finitely generated C*-algebras having step-one linear growth were shown
to be subhomogeneous. Moreover, there exists a finite dimensional C*-
algebra C and a C*-algebra B which is generated by a single self-adjoint
element such that A&CB, [11, Theorem 4.4]. The advantage of this
description is that it gives 1+- dim(span(S)) as bound on the dimension
of the irreducible representations of A. It would be interesting to generalize
this result and get effective bounds for more general C*-algebras having
linear growth.
One may wonder if the non existence of free subalgebras in dense
subalgebra prevents the existence of free subalgebras in other dense sub-
algebras. The above results answer this question by the negative. A finer
question is: can one perturbate the generator of a singly generated dense
subalgebra containing no free subalgebra to a generator of an other
dense subalgebra containing a free subalgebra.
Proposition F. Let C be a unital finitely-generated C*-algebra. Let S
be a generating set for C with finite GelfandKirillov dimension. If C is not
subhomogeneous and n=|S|, then there exists an invertible element x in
A=Mn+3(C) such that
(i) [1, x, x*] generates a dense subalgebra in A with polynomial
growth,
(ii) in every neighborhood of x there exists an invertible y such that
[1, y, y*] generates a dense subalgebra in A which contains free sub-
algebras.
There are C*-algebras which fulfill the conditions in the last Proposition.
Indeed, being non subhomogeneous with essential quadratic growth, the
irrational rotation C*-algebra A% provides a concrete example of such a
C*-algebra.
One may also ask about the connection to amenability type conditions.
In the context of C*-algebras, there are several notions which may
deserved to be called amenability. A C*-algebra A is nuclear if for any
C*-algebra B one has Amin B=Amax B, where min and max denote
respectively the minimal and maximal tensor products respectively, [13].
A unital C*-algebra A satisfies the Fo% lner condition [31] if there exists a
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subalgebra B dense in A such that for each =>0 and finite dimensional
subspace E in B with 1 # E, there exists a finite dimensional subspace K in
B with 1 # K such that dim span EK(1+=) } dim(K), where span EK
denotes the linear span on the products ek, e # E, k # K.
Let H denote a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. A filtration
of H is a sequence F=[Hn]n # N of finite-dimensional subspaces such that
Hn Hn+1 and n # N Hn is dense in H. Let Pn denote the projection of H
onto Hn and for n # N. A unital C*-algebra A is weakly filtrable [31] if
there exists a unital faithful *-representation ? of A into B(H) for some
filtrated Hilbert space H such that
?(A)/C*(F)={a # B(H) } limn  
Tr(|Pna&aPn | )
Tr(Pn)
=0= .
A unital C*-algebra A is weakly hypertracial if there exists a unital faithful
*-representation ? of A into B(H) for some Hilbert space H such that
there exists a state , on B(H) with
AC,=[a # B(H) | ,(ax)=,(ax) for all x # B(H)],
where C, denotes the centralizer of the state ,. These amenability condi-
tions are not equivalent for general C*-algebras as pointed out in [31] and
catch up different informations. Nuclearity is more of topological nature,
Fo% lner condition is more of geometrical nature, traces and weak hyper-
traces are more of measure theoretical nature. It is shown in [3, 31] that
for a countably infinite discrete group G, the following are equivalent: (i) G
is amenable (ii) C r*(G) is nuclear (iii) C r*(G) is Fo% lner (iv) C r*(G) is weakly
filtrable (v) C r*(G) is weakly hypertracial.
Proposition G. Non nuclear C*-algebras have free subalgebras. Non
Fo% lner C*-algebras have free subalgebras. Traceless C*-algebras, in par-
ticular non weakly hypertracial and non weakly filtrable C*-algebras, have
free subalgebras.
It follows that non exact C*-algebras have free subalgebras. Actually non
type I C*-algebras have free subalgebras. The irrational rotation C*-
algebras A% is nuclear, Fo% lner, weakly hypertracial, weakly filtrable with
trace. Since it is not subhomogeneous, it has free subalgebras. Hence there
is no converse to this Proposition.
Let us link the existence of free subalgebras to the one of Fredholm
modules, which constitutes one of the main ingredients of Connes Non-
commutative Geometry. Recall [4] that an unbounded Fredholm module
(H, D) over a C*-algebra A is given by (1) a V-representation ? of A in a
Hilbert space H, (2) an unbounded selfadjoint operator D in H such that
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[a # A | [D, ?(a)] is bounded] is dense in A and (1+D2)&1 is a compact
operator. An unbounded Fredholm module (H, D) over A is finitely sum-
mable if and only if for some p< one has Trace ((1+D2)&p2)<.
Proposition H. Finitely-generated C*-algebras admitting no finitely
summable unbounded Fredholm modules have free subalgebras.
Let us finish with remarks on free subobjects and C*-algebras. Recall
that there are no free objects in the category of C*-algebras, that is no
consistent concept of free C*-algebras. In particular, given a finite set of gen-
erators S=[x1 , ..., xn] and a finite set R=[ p1 , ..., pm] of V-polynomials,
the universal C*-algebra generated by S, subject to the relations
pj (x1 , ..., xk)=0 does not always exist. Extending the category, Phillips
obtained such existence results. We send the reader to [15, Chap. 3] and
references therein for information on universal C*-algebras.
Some C*-algebras may naturally play the role of free C*-algebras. One
candidate are the C*-algebras of the free non Abelian groups C*(Fn) (and
to some extent also C r*(Fn)) which are freely generated by unitaries: indeed
any element in a unital C*-algebra can be written as a finite sum of
unitaries so that for any such A, there exists a natural homomorphism
C*(Fn)  A. Another candidate are the Cuntz algebras On which may be
seen as the C*-algebras of free semigroups. Indeed the existence of unitally
embedded copies of C r*(F2) or O2 prevent a C*-algebra from being Fo% lner,
weakly hypertracial or admitting finitely summable unbounded Fredholm
modules. It also implies the complete exponentiality of the growth set of
the considered C*-algebra. Note finally that the existence of a free
*-subalgebras in a finitely-generated C*-algebra is equivalent to have a
C*-subalgebra which maps onto the group C*-algebra C*(F2) of the free
group F2 with two generators.
2. LEMMATA
Lemma 1. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. If A is a infinite-dimensional,
then there exists a singly generated commutative C*-subalgebra B=
C*(h*=h) with c0 as a quotient.
Proof. Otherwise every element self-adjoint element h in A would have
finite spectrum. Thus we just have to show the existence of a self-adjoint
element in A which has infinite spectrum.
Let B be a maximal Abelian C*-subalgebra of A; it is isomorphic to
C(X) for some compact Hausdorff space, by the Gelfand Transform. Since
A is infinite-dimensional, B is infinite-dimensional (if not then B would be
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the linear span of a finite orthogonal family [E1 , E2 , ..., En] of projections
in A with sum 1, and this would imply that A has dimension at most n2);
so X is infinite and there exists an infinite sequence [V1 , V2 , ...] of disjoint
non-empty open sets in X.
Let fn : X  [0, n&2] be a continuous function that takes the value n&2
at some point of Vn and vanishes outside Vn . Then  fn # C(X)+ and
takes each of the values n&2. There is a corresponding element of B+A+
whose spectrum contains these values. K
Lemma 2. For every positive integer m, there exists a generating system
X (m) of c0 such that GK dim(c0 , X (m))=m.
Proof. Let m be a positive integer. Since N&Nm=N_N_ } } } _N (m
times), c0(Nm)&c0 , it suffices to find a point separating map . from Nm
into [0, 1]m"[0]RmCm such that (i) .(n1 , ..., nm) tends to zero if
min[n1 , ..., nm] tends to infinity, (ii) .(Nm) is separating for the real poly-
nomials on [0, 1]m"[0]. The map .(n1 , ..., nm)=(1n1 , ..., 1nm) has the
desired properties. The polynomials Pk of k th degree with Pk(0)=0 give
such a generating set of polynomial growth [nm]. K
Lemma 3 [8, Lemma 1]. If a C*-algebra A is non-subhomogeneous,
then there exists a sequence [En] of C*-subalgebras of A satisfying the
following conditions
(i) If n{m then en em=0 for any en # En and any em # Em .
(ii) Given a positive number r>0, there exist completely positive con-
tractions ,n : Mn  En and n : En  Mn such that &n b ,n&1Mn &<r on
Mn for each n.
Lemma 4. Let A be a C*-algebra. If A satisfies condition (ii) of
Lemma 3 for a fixed n, then it has an irreducible representation ?: E  B(H)
with dim(H)n.
Proof. If A satisfies condition (ii) of Lemma 3, then there exists a com-
pletely positive contraction Vm : A  Mn such that the unit ball of Mn is
contained in the 1m-neighborhood of the image of the open unit ball of A
by Vm . Then consider W j : (a1 , a2 , ..., a j , ...) # l(A) [ Vj (aj) # Mn and let
W: l(A)  Mn a cluster point. Then W is completely positive and maps
the closed unit ball of l(A) onto the closed unit ball of Mn .
Now assume AC(0)Mn&1 , i.e. that every irreducible representation
of A has dimension less than n. Applying Arveson’s extension [1,
Theorem 1.2.3] to W, there exists a completely positive contraction T from
l(C(0))Mn&1 $l(A) onto Mn , such that T maps the closed unit ball
of l(C(0))Mn&1 onto the closed unit ball of Mn . It follows that T is
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unital and that the multiplicative domain B=(l(C(0))Mn&1)T of T
maps onto Mn , [10, Lemma 4.7(iv)]. In particular, T | B is an irreducible
representation of B of dimension n. But T | B extends to an irreducible
representation D of l(C(0))Mn&1 and D has dimension n&1. Thus we
get a contradiction. Therefore A has irreducible representations of dimen-
sion greater or equal to n. In other words, if A satisfies condition (ii) of
Lemma 3, then it has an irreducible representation ?: A  B(H) with
dim(H)n. K
Lemma 5. Let A be a C*-algebra. Assume A has an irreducible repre-
sentation ?: A  B(H) with dim(H)n (n fixed ), then there exists a
C*-subalgebra B of A such that Mn is a quotient of B.
This Lemma is also a special case of Theorem 11.2.3 in [15] applied to
the cone over n_n-matrices (which is known to be projective by
Theorem 10.2.1).
Proof. A C*-algebra A admits an irreducible representation of dimen-
sion greater or equal to n if and only if its unitization A admits an
irreducible representation of dimension greater or equal to n. On the other
hand, if A contains a unital C*-subalgebra B such that Mn is a quotient of
B , then Mn is a quotient of B=B & A. Therefore we may assume that A is
unital. Let KH be a subspace of H of dimension n, and PK : H  K the
orthogonal projection onto K. V: e # A [ PK d(e) PK maps the closed unit
ball of A onto the closed unit ball of B(K) by Kadison transitivity Theorem
[25, Theorem 1.21.16]. Thus the multiplicative domain B :=EV A of V
maps onto B(K)&Mn and V | B is a *-homomorphism, so that B is a
desired. K
Lemma 6. n&1Mn has free subalgebras.
Proof. Let us consider the C*-algebra E=C([0, 1]) with the faithful
state .( f )=10 f (t) dt. Consider the reduced free product D=(E, .) V
(E, .) in the sense of Voiculescu [32]. Let _1 : E  D and _2 : E  D be the
canonical unital monomorphisms and  the unique central faithful state on
D with  b _j=. for j=1, 2 and (_i1(a1) } } } _im(am))=0 if al {0, .(al)=
10 al (t) dt=0 and i l {il+1(l=1, 2, ..., m&1), ij # [1, 2], j=1, 2, ..., m
defined by [32, 1.5.ad].
If a=_1( f0), b=_2( f0) where f0(t)=t # [0, 1], then the elements of
span([1, a, b]n) are linear combinations of 1 and of elements _i1(P1)
_i2(P2) } } } _im(Pm) where ij # [1, 2] ( j=1, ..., m), ij {ij+1 for j=1, ..., m&1
and every Pj a non-zero polynomial with 10 Pj (t) dt=0,  deg (Pj)n.
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With respect to the positive definite hermitian form ( f, g) =10 fg dt, we
consider the orthogonal polynomials
p0=1 and pn+1 # span[1, t, t2, ..., tn&1] span[1, p1 , p2 , ..., pn].
Then every polynomial P with 10 P(t) dt=0 is a unique linear combina-
tion of the polynomials p1 , p2 , ..., pn , where n is the degree of P. It follows
that
span([1D , a, b]n)=span[1, _ i1( p j1) _i2( pj2) } } } _ im( pjm)]
where ik # [1, 2] (for k=1, ..., m), ik {ik+1 for k=1, ..., m&1, jk1 for
k=1, ..., m and mk=1 jkn.
With respect to the faithful positive definite hermitian form (x, y) =
( y*x) given by the faithful central state =. V . on D=(E, .) V (E, .),
the element 1D and the set [_ i1( pj1) _ i2( pj2) } } } _im( pjm) : m # N, ik # [1, 2],
ik {ik+1 , jk1 (k=1, ..., m)] together form an orthonormal basis of
the corresponding Hilbert space H=L2(D, ). Since span([a, b]n)+
span([1, a, b]n&1)=span([1, a, b]n) and dim(span([a, b]n))=Card[a, b]n=
2n, it follows that dim(span([1, a, b]n))=2n+1&1, for n=1, 2, ... .
By [32], D is defined such that the natural *-representation on H=
L2(D, ) is faithful. Since the set of positive contractions of finite rank is
strongly dense in the set R(H) of all positive contractions in B(H), we
find positive contractions an and bn in R(H) such that
&pk(an) x& pk(a) x&2 2&n&1 } }n } &x&2 ,
and
&pk(bn) x& pk(b) x&2&n&1 } }n } &x&2 ,
where x # span([1, a, b]n), k=1, ..., n, & }&2 means the norm on L2(D, )
and }n=min[&pk&&n: 1kn]. So we have dim(span([an , bn]n))=2n.
Now let Hn be a finite-dimensional linear subspace of H=L2(D, ),
containing 1D and anH _ bnH. Then for every c # [an , bn]n, cH=cHn .
Thus c # B(Hn)&Mjn . Now take
h =\a1 , a22 , ...,
an
n
, ...+ # 

n=1
Mjn /t 

k=1
Mk ,
k =\b1 , b22 , ...,
bn
n
. . .+ # 

n=1
Mjn /t 

k=1
Mk .
We get dim(span([h , k ]n))=dim(span(1nn[an , bn]n))=2n. Thus one has
dim(span([1, h , k ]n))2n for n=1, 2, ... . K
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Lemma 7. Finitely-generated subhomogeneous C*-algebras have com-
pletely polynomial growth sets which consists exclusively of integer values.
Proof. First note that a C*-algebra is subhomogeneous if and only if it
is embeddable in Mn(B)=Mn B for some integer n and commutative
C*-algebra B. Being an asymptotic invariant of algebras, growth does not
see finite dimensional algebras, [12, Lemma 3.10]. It follows that the
growth type of A with respect to any given generating set is polynomial
and is the one of a subalgebra in B. But commutative algebras are known
to have integer GelfandKirillov dimension, see [12, Theorem 4.5] or
Ufnarovski who quotes Markov, [30, Theorem 4, p. 124]. K
Lemma 8. Finitely presented monomial C*-algebras having polynomial
growth are subhomogeneous.
Proof. The assertion follows from Borisenko who proved that to have
polynomial growth is equivalent, for finitely presented monomial algebras,
to be representable, that is, embed A in a matrix ring over a commutative
algebra, [30, Theorem 4, p. 124 and Theorem 1, p. 127]. K
Lemma 9. Finite-step asymptotic linear growth does not imply represent-
ability, that is algebras whose spherical growth function is bounded need not
embed in a matrix ring over a commutative algebra.
Proof. Follows from [9, Theorem 2] which gives the following example:
let K be a field and A be the K-algebra generated by two elements x and
y subject to the relations x2=0 and yxy=x. The following monomials and
chains from a basis: [ yi] _ [xy j] _ [ ykx] _ [xylx]. From this one see
that its spherical growth function is bounded. Then A has finite-step linear
growth but is not representable. K
3. PROOFS
Proof of Observation A. Immediate after Lemma 1. K
Proof of Observation B. Let A be a finitely generated C*-algebra such
that GK dimmax(B)= p<. Assume that A is not finite-dimensional then,
by Lemma 1, there exists an Abelian C*-subalgebra B of A such that c0 is
a quotient of B. Apply then Lemma 2 as follows: Let S be a self-adjoint
finite generating set of A. Let [zi]=Z/B be preimages of [xi]=X (m)/c0
with m>p in A. Then consider the new finite generating system
S =S _ [Z _ Z*]. The growth function associated with S in A has polyno-
mial growth of order greater than m. We get a contradiction. K
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Proof of the Main Lemma. Let us give an argument using growth in the
first direction. A C*-algebra is subhomogeneous if and only if it is repre-
sentable, that is embeds in Mn(C(0))=Mn C(0) for some integer n and
commutative C*-algebra C(0). Furthermore, finitely-generated C*-sub-
algebras in subhomogeneous C*-algebras have polynomial growth with
respect to all generating set according to Lemma 7, hence have no free sub-
algebras which would produce exponential growth in some subalgebra at
some point. It follows that subhomogeneous C*-algebras have no free sub-
algebras. One may also invoke the AmitsurLevitzky Theorem which in
particular asserts that any element in a representable ring, say embeddable
in Mn(C), satisfy the so-denoted S2n identity. Hence no pair of elements in
A can generate a free subalgebra.
If A is a non-subhomogeneous C*-algebra then, by Lemmata 4 and 5,
there exists a C*-subalgebra B of A and an ideal J of B, such that BJ&
k=1 Mk . Then the result follows from Lemma 6 which asserts the exist-
ence in n=1 Mn of two self-adjoint contractions generating a free
subalgebra, considering self-adjoint contractive preimages in A. K
Proof of Corollary C. Indeed, consider the irrational rotation C*-algebra
A0 which is the universal C*-algebra generated by two unitaries u and v
satisfying the relation uv=e2i?%vu with % # R"Q. A% is not subhomogeneous.
A% ’s essential growth, that is its minimal growth type over all topological
generating sets, is quadratic, since the previous presentation has
GelfandKirillov dimension two. The set [u, u*, v, v*] together with the
generators of the free subalgebra whose existence follows from the main
Lemma also defines a generating set, but has exponential growth. Now A%
is a deformation of the C*-algebra of continuous functions on the torus
which is as subhomogeneous as possible since it is commutative. K
Proof of Theorem D. The first assertion follows from the main Lemma
which asserts that non-subhomogeneity is sufficient to ensure the existence
of free subalgebras and Lemma 7 which describes the growth sets of
finitely-generated subhomogeneous C*-algebras as consisting exclusively of
integral polynomial growth degrees. The second assertion follows from
Lemma 8 which asserts that finitely presented monomial C*-algebras
having polynomial growth are subhomogeneous. K
Proof of Theorem E. A C*-algebra is subhomogeneous if and only if it
embeds in Mn(B)=Mn B for some integer n and commutative C*-algebra
B. Let R be an affine algebra over a field K and denote by N its prime
radical. Small, Stafford and Warfield proved that if R has GelfandKirillov
dimension one, then RN is finite over its Noetherian center, [28, Main
Theorem]. But C*-algebras are semi-simple. Hence a dense subalgebra in
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a C*-algebra having linear growth is representable. But by density, this
implies the considered C*-algebra itself is subhomogeneous.
Now, a C*-algebra having linear growth, being subhomogeneous, has by
Lemma 7 a completely polynomial set of growths which furthermore con-
sists exclusively of integral values.
It follows that C*-algebra having linear growth, being subhomogeneous,
can’t have free subalgebras by the Main Lemma. This assertion can also be
seen as a corollary of the previous assertion. Indeed, the presence of a free
subalgebra in the considered C*-algebra would imply it has a dense sub-
algebra of exponential growth: adding the two free contractions to the
finite topological generating set of linear growth, one obtains a finite
topological generating set of exponential growth. But all finitely dense sub-
algebras in the considered C*-algebra have polynomial growth.
That the sets of growths of infinite dimensional C*-algebras having a
presentation of linear growth consist of an infinite sequence of integral
degrees of polynomial growth follows easily from Lemmata 1 and 2 as used
in the proof Proposition B.
Let A be the universal C*-algebra free product of the universal C*-algebra
generates by a normal contraction x subject to the relation x2=0, i.e.
M2(C0((0, 1])) and the universal C*-algebra generated by a self-adjoint
positive contraction y, i.e. C0((0, 1]), subject to the relation yxy=x, [15,
Chap. 3]. The following monomials and chains form a basis of the sub-
algebra generated by x and y: [ui] _ [xy j] _ [ ykx] _ [xylx]. From this
one see that the growth of the subalgebra generated by x and y is linear
of finite-step. On the other hand A cannot be embedded in Mn(B) for any
commutative B and any integer n, after Lemma 9. Hence A gives an example
of a finitely-generated non-subhomogeneous C*-algebra on two generators
[x, y], that is on [x, x*, y, y*], such that the subalgebra generated by x
and y has finite-step linear growth.
Here is a simpler argument. Let A be any n-generated non subhomogeneous
C*-algebra. If A is n-generated, then, going to m_m-matrices over A by
standard tricks, one obtains a singly generated C*-algebra for m big
enough. See [34, Lemma 9], [35, Proof of Proposition 1.1] or [21] which
is actually used in the next proof. The obtained singly generated
C*-algebra, say by [x, x*], is also non subhomogeneous, but the algebra
generated by [x] has linear growth. K
Proof of Proposition F. By assumption C is not subhomogeneous and
has a system of generators S with respect to which it has polynomial
growth. Since C is not subhomogeneous, then, by Lemma 5, there exists a
C*-subalgebra BC such that (n=1 Mn)
t is a quotient of B. Let h, k
be self-adjoint contractive preimages in B of the contractions h , k #
(n=1 Mn)
t defined in the proof of Lemma 6, and = # [0, 1]. We define
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z= :=( 18 (1+
1
8 =h))
12,
t= :=( 18 (1+
1
8 =h)
&12 ( 18 (1+
1
8 =k))
12,
v= :=t=w=0,
where w= is the unitary defined by w= t&1= (t=t=*)
12.
Let [x1 , x2 , ..., xn] # span(S) & Cs.a. be a basis of span(S) consisting of
selfadjoint contractions, where f ( j)=dim(span(S _ [1]) j) has polynomial
growth and S _ [1] generates A. Consider the (n+3)_(n+3)-matrices
1+i z= 0 } } } } } } } } } } } } 0
z= 1 v= 0 } } } } } } } } } 0
0 v= 1 18 (1+
1
8x1) 0 b
b 0 18 (1+ 18x1) 1
. . . b
y= b 0
. . .
. . . b
b b
b . . . . . . 0
b . . . 1 18 (1+ 18xn)
0 } } } } } } } } } } } } 0 18 (1+
1
8&xn) 1
Then x= y0 # (span(S _ [1]))Mn+3 and y= generates Mn+3(C)=A for
every 1=0 [21]. Let g= be the growth function defined by g=( j)=
dim(span([1, y= , y=*]) j) in particular we have g0( j)=dim(span([1, x,
x*]) j)f ( j) } (n+3)2 has polynomial growth. Indeed we have
\
h
0
b
0
0
0
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
0
b
0+=8= \!= !=*&18 p11 ) # span[ y= , y=*, 1n+3]4
for 1=0, since
!= :=p11( y=&1n+3&ip11)
=\
0
0
b
0
z=
0
} } }
0
0
. . .
} } }
} } }
} } }
0
b
b
0+ # span[ y= , y=* , 1n+3]2
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where
p11 :=\
1
0
b
0
0
0
} } }
. . .
} } }
0
b
b
0+=& i2 ( y=& y=*) # span[ y= , y=*, 1n+3].
And on the other hand
\
k
0
b
0
0
0
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
0
b
0+= =8 \’= ’=*&18 p11+ # span[ y= , y=*, 1n+3]8,
where
’= =\
0
0
b
0
0
0
} } }
z= v=
0
} } }
0
0
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
0
b
b
0+
=!=( y=&1n+3&ip11&!=&!=*) # span[ y= , y=* , 1n+3]4.
It follows that span([h, k, 1] j)e11 span([ y= , y=* , 1n+3]8j) where e11
means the scalar matrix in Mn+3(C) with only zeros as entries except the
entry at the first line and row equal to one. It follows that the dense sub-
algebra generated by [ y= , y=*, 1n+3] contains a free subalgebra. On the
other hand lim=  0 y= y0=x in norm. Hence the result follows. K
Proof of Proposition G. There are several possible arguments to prove
the first assertion. One may argue that non nuclear C*-algebras are not of
type I, hence not subhomogeneous, [13]. One may also argue that sub-
exponential growth C*-algebras are nuclear. Then invoke Lemma 7 and
that C*-algebras are inductive limit of their finitely-generated C*-algebras.
Define non-exponential growth C*-algebras A as C*-algebra which can
be written as the union of finitely-generated C*-subalgebras A(n) having
non-exponential growth. Then non-exponential growth C*-algebras are
Fo% lner. Indeed for all =>0 and family Uc of contractions in  A(n) span-
ning E, there exists a n0 such that Uc /A(n0), but A(n0) having non-
exponential is Fo% lner after [31, Theorem 2.3], hence the existence of K
with the required properties follows. But subhomogeneous C*-algebras are
inductive limit of their finitely-generated C*-subalgebras which have poly-
nomial growth.
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Let A be a traceless C*-algebra. Since it is traceless there is no unbounded
Fredholm modules which are finitely summable over A after [4, Theorem 8].
Then see A as inductive limit of its finitely-generated C*-algebras. Using
[33, Section 4 and 5] which generalizes [4], all these subalgebras must
have exponential growth. Then use Lemma 7 together with the main
Lemma.
One may also invoke still seeing A as inductive limit of its finitely-
generated C*-algebras, that these are all non Fo% lner afer [31, Theorem 3.3
and Lemma 3.6]. Hence all these subalgebras must have exponential
growth after [31, Theorem 2.3]. Then again use Lemma 7 together with
the main Lemma to conclude. K
Proof of Proposition H. Similar to the end of the proof of Proposi-
tion G. K
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